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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

northern district of OHIO
EASTERN DIVISION

City of Cleveland v. C.E.I. , et al_j_
Civil Action No. C75-560
Transcript

Thursday, September 17, 1981
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THURSDAY-. SEPTEMBER 17-. llflli

LAId CLERK KURDZIEL:

O’CLOCK A-M-

Your Honor-, this is

Civil Action CTS-SbU-

This is the City of Cleveland versus
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company.

THE COURT:

Bring in the jury.

■CThe jury entered the courtroom and the

following proceedings were had in their hearing
and presence.?

Good morning-, ladies

THE COURT:
and gentlemen.

DONHEISER

ALAN

resumed the stand and testified further
as follows:

THE COURT:

You may proceed-.

Mr. Norris.

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF ALAN DONHEISER -[Resumed?

BY MR. NORRIS:
(3

Good morning-. Mr.

Donheiser34

I75CS2
85
0

104

6

XL

2503

lb-.5bl
Donheiser - cross

A

Good morning.
riR. NORRIS:

firs- Richards-, will

you hand Hr. Donheiser-, please-, PTX-I^'HDt

21,30-, HSVfci-, fiE-, 1M41 1717-, 30tl-, and then

CEI-IOOH?

-CHrs- Richards hands the exhibits to the

witness•1

BY MR. NORRIS:
a

Yesterday-, I-, through Mr. Lansdale-, asked you to
examine this stack of exhibits and-, just to save time-,
I would ask you to recheck those.

Is it my understanding that this stack of
exhibits that has just been handed to you was not

seen by you and was not reviewed as you performed
your work leading to your testimony in this case-,
is that correct?

•

IThe witness checking the exhibits.3-

A

hlell-, I have a list here I’m checking it against.

13

Take your timei no problem.

{The witness continuing to check the exhibits
against his list.]{Mr. Norris and Mr. Lansdale conferred off
the record and out of the hearing of the jury.I

A

I have not seen — I haven’t seen these documents.

ib.-.'iba
Donheiser - cross

BY HR- NORRIS:
(2

I missed your answers I’m sorry-

A

No-, I have not seen these-

£3

And they were not relied upon by you as you did your
work as reflected in your testimony here-, is that

corrects
A

No-, sir-

<2

Hr- Donheiser-, in n71 do you think it would have
been a practical thing for an interconnection to have
been effected between CEI and Huny Lightf

HR- LANSDALE:

I object-, if your

Honor pleaseTHE COURT:

Approach the bench-

■CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:J
HR- LANSDALE:

This witness has

not — is not presented as to whether it was

practical or impractical to have an interconnection
and he didn’t testify about it-, and I objectis not within the scope of the direct

examination-

It is not within his area of

expertise-

HR-

NORRIS:

Hr- Donheiser

It

Donheiser - cross
reported that there wasn’t any practical thing

that could have been done to reduce the trend in
the early ’7D’s-. and I just wanted to find out

why an interconnection wasn't practicalTHE COURT:

objection-

Sustain the

He is not qualified to answer that-

Let’s proceedCEnd of bench conference-!

THE COURT:
BY MRa

Sustain the objection-

NORRIS:

On page 70 of your reporti Hr- Donheiser

welln

actually it starts on page tfin but in that areai page
kfii tjT and 70t you have identified what you call a
"downward spiral that tiuny Light was in in the late

•LO's and early '70's-i" and then you indicated that
in your viewi "There was no practical way of
correcting the course of that cycle in the early

•7D's-"

Do you recall that?
A

Yesn sir-

fl

Nowt what are the possible ways that you considered
that might have reversed that cycle in the early

•7O’s?

Ik-.'JbM

Donheiser - cross
I don't believe the cycle could have been reversed.

A

The only way that HELP could have gotten itself
out of the situation they were in was in effect

to do more or less what they are doing nowi buying

all their power from CEI and just abandoning their
facilities.

13

tdhen you say "there was no practical way"

A

Wo practical way.

a

— then do I understand there was just not any way

that riuny Light could have reversed the downward
spiral that you have identified in the early

'70 Si

practical or impractical?

(3

flR. LANSDALE:

I object.

THE COURT:

Sustain the objection.

Idell-i would an unlimited amount of money have changed
the course of this cycle in your view?

A

It wouldn't have made them manage themselves any
better.

(3

No.

I am only really trying to find out whether there

is any possible scenario that you could consider in

the early '7O's that would have permitted tiuny Light

to reverse what you call the "downward spiral.

tIR.

LANSDALE:

THE COURT:

Objection.
Overruled.

Ib.i'lbS

Donheiser - cross

A

None.

a

Noui let me just have you identify what course,of
action in the spring of n71 would you have
considered to have been good management for Huny
Light to follow.

HR. LANSDALE:

I object-, if your

Honor please.
THE COURT:

Approach the bench.

CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:>
OR. LANSDALE:

In the first place-,

he already testified the only practical thing to
do was to become a distributing utility^ and in

the second place-, to ask him about an

interconnection-, specifically in 1571-, when your
own testimony is that the earliest it could be

done is in IS months-, that is not a fair
question! and thirdly-, it is not a relevant

question-, what aspect of good management they
could have adopted in 1571.

This man testified as to their condition
in 1571-, and it was not within the scope of him

to testify what good management would have been

lb T T fciL
Donheiser - cross
from that time orii nVSn nVBn

or anything

It is just irrelevant and not within the

else*
scope*

HR* NORRIS:

The witness has

testified as to what riuny Light undertook to do

in n71n that that was bad management-, and I

would like to test the credibility of the
witness and find out what he considered to be

good management*
THE COURT:

I think you are

losing sight-, Hr* Norris-, of the opinions
expressed by this gentleman and the purpose for

his testimony-, and the substance of his testimony
is that by 1571 HELP was bankrupt*

Ue are really not concerned with what
happened after 1571-, and I have permitted you
yesterday to go far afield on the credibility

issue-, but let’s cease and desist as of now and

keep it material*
HR* NORRIS:

Your Honor-, my

question was strictly 1571*
THE COURT:

objection*

Sustain the

Let's proceed*

The question was-, what could they have done

1b T Tb7
Donheiser - cross
in 15711 which is a projection into the future.
►

Read the questionffluestion read-l

THE COURT:

►

I

All right-

When in

1571-•

r

If you want to ask" that question as it

1

related to 15 — to the 15bO’Si during which this

»

situation was precipitated-, you are free-, to do soI will sustain the objection-

I

Let's proceed

and stop wasting time>

flR- NORRIS:

The City would

5

propose in order to test the credibility of this

I

witness that it is well within the scope of the

>

direct examination to explore what he considered

>

good management at any time during 1571THE COURT:

1

3

Sustain the objection-

Let's proceed-

)

•CEnd of bench conference-3-

3

L

2

BY HR- NORRIS:
(3

In assessing the management of fluny Light that

3

underlies your testimony here-, when did you discover

4

that riuny Light first went to the FPC for an

5

interconnect ionf

it-inta
Donheiser - cross

A

I would have to refer to my notes.

a

1116111 let me simplify this-

lilould you turn to page 75 of your notes?
And-I franklyi I was confused by the first

paragraph on that pagei and I ask you whether that

reflects your understanding of when the request for
an interconnection was first made by tluny Light?

A

This is page'‘75 of my report?

(2

Yes.
.{After an interval.!

A

bJhat paragraph?

a

The top paragraph.

{The witness reading silently.J
(3

It carries over from

page 77-

{The witness reading silently.!
A

blelli that doesn’tanswer

the question-

It saysi "the city sought emergency interconnection
from the FPC."

At that point in time-. I don't recall whether

that was the first overture to the FPC.
12

Idell-i you are here describing February-. 1572-. is that

correct?
A

Yes-, right-

CJ

And are you aware that -- well-, was it your understanding

ILi'IL'l
Donheiser - cross

that that uas the first overture by Iluny Light to

the FPCf
HR- LANSDALE:

I object-, if your

Honor pleaseTHE COURT:

Approach the bench-

■CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench:}

HR- LANSDALE:

That’s objectionable-

Counsel knows they went to the FPC in 1571 -

HR-

NORRIS:

(dell-, listen here-.

HR-

LANSDALE:

I object to the

—

suggesting to the witness—
HR-

NORRIS:

Listen-, now-.—

THE

COURT:

Now-, just a minute-

Keep your voices downSustain the objection-

Let’s proceed-

HR-

NORRIS:

Your Honor-.

THE

COURT:

Let us proceed-

HR-

NORRIS:

-- I insist

—

THE

COURT:

Hr- Norris-,

you’re not

—

going to insist upon anythingNow-. you go back there and you ask proper

Ibi^TQ

Donheiser - cross

questions•

Let's proceed-

You are not going to tell me

how to run this court-

flay I put something

FIR- NORRIS:
on the record!*

No ■■ you may not-

THE COURT:
Let’s go back-

Let's proceed-

■CEnd of bench conference-!

THE COURT:

Let's proceed and

ask proper questions! and let's stop this coming
up to the bench-

CAfter an interval-!

BY HR(2

NORRIS:

Yesterday! ue were discussing the matter of City

Council's role in the rate increases for fluny LightNow! in assessing tiuny Light's management by

1171! you took into consideration! did you not! that

Huny Light did ask City Council for rate increases?
A

Yes -

13

And was it your impression that City Council refused
those requests made over the years by Huny Light for
rate increases?

A

City Council had the responsibility of —

It-. 171

Donheiser - cross
THE UITNESSJ

hJould you repeat the

question-1 pleasef

THE COURT:

Read the question

back-I please*
{Question read by the reporter-as follows:

"(2

And was It your impression' that

City Council refused those requests made over
the years by tluny Light for rate increas-psf I

City Council did respond to riuny Light's requests
on several occasions-i there is evidence of that-

However-i there is also evidence that the
response was not always adequateFor instance-1 the fuel adder provision in 1170

was not sufficient to allow the additional costs
incremental costs of fuel to be passed on-

fl

That was in 1171-1 wasn’t iti Mr- Donheiser-i in April

of ’71?
A

April-1 ’71-

fl

And isn’t it a fact that that rate increase went into

effect just a month after the
A

Yes-

fl

And isn’t it a fact that that fuel adjustment clause
was the first time tluny Light had ever had a fuel
adjustment clause in its rate schedule?

Ik,572
1

2

Donheiser - cross
Yes, that’s true-

A

3

But it was a very peculiar way in which to

4

5

attempt to pass on the costs-

liJell, you have identified that as an inadequate

H

6

response of City Council to Huny Light’s request-

7

Do you know whether the request from fluny Light

8

on the matter of the fuel adjustment clause was

9

enacted the way fluny Light had requested that it be

0

1

donef

A

2

No, I don’t knowi but I do know that revenues were

inadequate-

3

So, somewhere along the line, whether the

4

error was made or the inadequacy lay with the

5

recommendation to City Council or City Council's

6

response to it, it doesn’t make any difference, they

7

didn’t get enough money-

8

a

And the reason they got the rate increases passed in

.9

1171 is precisely for the reason you have stated,

;o

that their revenues were inadequate, isn’t that

11

corrects

12

A

!3

>4

>5

The revenues were inadequate before the increase,
and the revenues were inadequate after the increase-

(3

Now, you are aware, are you not, that the City has

a Division of Accounts, and that the Division of

Donheiser - cross

Accounts maintains the official accounting records of
the City on a cash receipts basisf

Yes.
Houeveri a cash receipts method of accounting does

not provide the kinds of information that typically
one needs in running a business^ would you agree with
that?

You need more than thatn let’s put it that uayi yes.^
Actually-i you really need an accounting system based
upon an accrual method of accounting! wouldn’t you

agree with thatf
lilelln as a matter of factn that recommendation had

been made to the City by the Little Hoover Commission

report! and in 1571 Price Waterhouse pointed out to

the City that the Little Hoover Commission report
had requested that they do something about that! and

they still hadn’t done anything about it in 1571HR.

hand Hr.

NORRIS:

Mrs. Richards!

Donheiser CEI Exhibit LDH! please-

{Hrs-

Richards hands the exhibit to the

witness. 3-

THE COURT:

I’m sorry! was that

L05?
HR.

NORRIS:

Yes! your Honor-

IL-.'ITM

Donheiser - cross

THE COURT:

Thank you-

BY HR. NORRIS:
(3

fir- Donheisern I will ask you to turn to page ID of

CEI Exhibit kOH-i which is a Price hlaterhouse review
of the general and other operating funds as oif

October 31n 1571n and I submit to you that Price

hlaterhouse at least believed in Octoberi 1571t that

the fund for fluny -Light was already on an accrual
basis of accounting.
hlould you kindly address your attention to the

last paragraph on that page and tell roe whether you
agree with that?
IThe witness reading silently.l

THE COURT:

I'm sorryi what

page — page ID-

CDep-uty Clerk Saroford entered the
courtroom and conferred off the record with

Law Clerk Kurdziel whoi in turni conferred off
the record and out of the hearing of the jury
with the Court-}

THE COURT:

Could we take a

short recessi gentlemenn please?

Ladies and gentlemen of the juryn

supposing we take a very short recess*

IL-iIVS
Donheiser - cross

Hrs. tleadoPn you are requested to call your
homeSo why don’t we take a short recess and
please-I during the recessi keep the Court's
admonition in mind.

And you can go into our chambers and use

one of the telephones theren tlrs- heador.

{Short recess had.?

THE COURT:

Please be seated.

I am advised that they have been able to

get in touch with Mrs. Meador's husbandn and he
is attending to the emergency that occurred! so

she is free to proceed herei and we can proceed-

Call in the jury{The jury was reseated in the jury box

and the trial continued as follows:?
THE COURT:

I take iti Mrs-

Meador! that everything is resolved?
JUROR MEADOR:

Yes! your Honor.

THE COURT:

All right.

MR. NORRIS:

May I have the

Proceed-

question read?
THE COURT:

Yes.

{The pending question was read by the

Ibn'iTt
Donheiser - cross

reporter as follows:
"(3

Hr. Donheiser-i I will ask you to

turn to page ID of CEI Exhibit LDIt which is a

Price Idaterhouse review of the general and
other operating funds as of October 31n

and I submit to you that Price bJaterhouse at
least believed in October-! 1571-, that the fund

for Huny Light was already on an accrual basis

of accounting"Uould you kindly address your attention to

the last paragraph on that page and tell me
whether you agree with that?"?

Yes.

I agree with that.

However-i the Price

Iilaterhouse study discussed the City-i and the City was
not on an accrual accounts-i and that is the question

which I answered earlier.

Idell-i Hr. Donheiser-. perhaps I misunderstood your
answer.

At any rate-i the enterprise fund that is

running a business does need a double entry accrual

type accounting system for adequate financLal
informat ion-1 would you not agree?

Yes.
And Huny Light had had that kind of accounting system

lb.-,577

Donheiser - cross
long before 15711 do you agreef

It had that type of accounting system-i but that
information was not made available on a timely basis

to counselAre you aware of the fact that one of the things fir-

Hinchee chid inrmediately upon arriving in 1571 was to

undertake to have better financial information
available to him as the Commissioner of tluny Lightf
fir- Norrisi in 1571i fluny Light was disabledI am asking youi arye you aware of thatf

fIR- LANSDALE: ObjectionTHE COURT:

Approach the bench-

■CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench:1

I object-, if your

HR- LANSDALE:

Honor pleasei to the relevancy-

lilhat difference

did it make whether he is aware that Hr- Hinchee

took- steps or notflR- NORRIS:

I objectBecause I am

testing the credibility of his opinions that

there is nothing that could be done by fluny
Light-, and for fir-

Hinchee to introduce good

financial management was something they could

IbnlTfl

Donheiser - cross
have done-, and I want to get him to indicate
whether he agrees that that was a good move or

not from a management standpoint*
I will sustain the

THE COURT:
objection.

I told you to go to other matters.

Nowt I let you go yesterday all afternoon
into this credibility area-, and now let's proceed

to something else, please.
•CEnd of bench conference.?

BY HR. NORRIS:
(3

Hr. Donheisern you have testified that Muny Light's

delays in carrying

out its plans for capital

improvement, particularly in adding additional

generating capacity, that this showed bad management:,

is that correct?

A

It most certainly does.

a

And would you agree that even in private industry
that doesn't have to get its capital budgets
approved by a public body, such as the City Council

of the City, even private industry experiences
delays in capital improvement projects', is that a
fair statement?

1

2

Donheiser - cross

A

I would say that some delays are possible! but I

3

think a consistent pattern of not doing what you

4

say you are going to doi and then running financial

5

deficits-i is the key to financial disaster in

6

business or government or anywhere else*

7

a

Take a business setting — I am just looking at it 'from

8

a management standpoint — would it be a fair

9

statement that the size of a company would perhaps

0

explain different timing on the capital investments?

1

Taken for example! a $1S million investment-

2

Would it be fair to assume that a $30 million company

3

would think a lot harder about going into a

4

$12 million capital investment than a billion dollar

5

company would think about it?

6

A

7
8

I think that depends upon the financial viability of
each.

a

Of course I am putting aside for the moment the

9

viability of the particular project! but I am thinking

0

from a size standpoint-

1

A

2
3

Well! W- T-

Grant was a big company! and they couldn't

do it-

(3

Isn’t it fair that the size of an organization would

4

have something to do with the alacrity or speed with

5

which they would jump into a big multi-million dollar

lL-,5fiO
Donheiser - cross
investment?

A

I think size considered alone is not a factor in
determining capital investment-

(2

But it is a factor?

A

Linder certain circumstances-

(2

And what about cities generally as opposed to private

industry generally! would it be a fair statement from
your experience that cities and enterprises

operated by cities would normally take longer in a
capital improvement project or the approval of it

than you would normally find in a private business
setting?

A

I think that cities generally — cities in which the

enterprise activity is not well insulated from the
political vicissitudes of a deliberative body are

apt to take a longer period of timei and that is one
of the reasons why the Little Hoover Commission

recommended Muny Light be insulated from those
vicissitudes-

(2

Again! just from the standpoint of spending public
versus private money! isn’t there some benefit to
having the public project really take longer! so

they can be ventilated publicly! and people will
know how their money is being spenti is that

ib-.'iai

Donheiser - cross

generally a benefit?
A

That is one of the reasons that most cities and most

states don’t get involved in enterprise activity.
(3

Uelln you would agree with the proposition I put to

you then?
A

-

Mell —

flR.

NORRIS:

nay I have the
A

question read.

Read the question.

THE COURT:

{The pending question was read by the
reporter as followsi
"(3

Againn just from the standpoint of

spending public versus private moneyi isn't there

some benefit to having the public project really
take longer! so they can be ventilated publiclyn
and people will know how their money is being

spent! is that generally a benefit?"!
A

A benefit to whom?

a

A public benefit.

A

A public benefit.

Could you clarify the question?

I don't know if that public benefit offsets-

having a reliable source of power when you turn on a

switch.
(3

I wasn't asking you whether that would be a public

ib-.'ifia
Donheiser - cross

benefit.
A

I wasn’t comparing that-

I tried to answer that question-

It is hard to

compare different types of benefits.

(3

I wasn’t asking you to compare different types of
benefits.

THE COURT:

Gentlemeni please-

Let’s not get into an argumentative postureAgainn please place a question-i and rephrase

your question! Mrthe question! Hr.

Norrisn and please listen to

Donheiser! and respond to it!

please-

(2

As a taxpayer! Hr- Donheiser! would you like to see
capital improvement projects approved and money spent

by public bodies to which you paid taxes on the same

kind of basis that private industry generally does itf
HR.

LANSDALE:

Objection-

Sustain the objectiont
Please keep it material! Hr- Norris-

THE COURT:

You are going into academic areas that are
not a part of this case-

a

From your academic experience! Hr- Donheiser! is

there generally a longer time period taken by public

bodies in spending their money than you have found

to be in the case of private industry?

Ib-,5fi3

Donheiser - cross
I would say as a general rulei yesi but in the case

A

ofn let’s sayi the Tennessee Valley Authority! they

probably were able to spend money more quickly than

some of their surrounding investor-owned utilities!
at least at one time*

By the way! do you know how many municipals — I

<2

am sorry — public power companies there ^re in the

'

United States! approximately?

There are many.

A

Noi I don’t know how many there are*

(3

And in terms of the municipal, power systems that do

exist in the United States! have you got any
information as to how many are operated by
independent boards and how many — I mean! what,

proportion are operated by independent boards versus

operated as divisions of the City?
A

I can’t tell you exactly.
I would say that there are many that are

operated both waysi however! among the larger

municipally owned and operated or the larger
publicly operated systems! there are amost — they are
almost universally, run through a board.

(2

Uell! would you accept the proposition that a survey
in n??! of publicly owned and municipally owned

power systems showed it was about an even split! about

ib-.'iaM

Donheiser - cross

H5 percent to SI percent?
A

Sure.

a

And that was a n?? survey.

A

But my point was that among the larger ones comparable
1

to HELP that is not the casei and furthermoren that

particular document’shows there was a survey

associated with thati and the professional managers
in that survey — done by the APPA —«■ clearly
demonstrated that professional managers overwhelmingly

preferred to have an independent board to work through.
a

I wasn't asking you that.

Do you recall the sample size was 37t
respondents?

A

I will accept that.

(2

And among those who responded! it was about an even
split as to systems operated by independent boards

and systems operated as divisions of government?

A

Yes; that is correct.

(3

Nowi one of the reports that you made use of

excuse me.

Uould you turn back to that Price

hJaterhouse! lITli reporti CEI Exhibit b05.

Turn the pagen fir.

Donheisern to the top of

page Ht and I want to ask you if you agree with the

sentence set forth there:

Donheiser - cross
"A t/’ue evaluation of the financial status of

the operations conducted by the major enterprise

funds" — and that means Uatern Sewer-i and Municipal
Light — I am sorry-

I will wait until you get it-

Could you give me the number?
CEI Exhibit LDT-

I had addressed your attention previously to

page lOn and would you turn now to the top of page
111 and the sentence is:

"A true evaluation of the financial status of
the operations conducted by the major enterprise
fundsi" and that is meaning Sewer-i Uater-. and
Municipal Light 3nd Poweri "can only be made from

conventional statements-, balance sheets and statements

of income surplus-, prepared on an accrual basis-"
Idould you agree with that statement?

Yes -

Now-, your comparison of public municipal utilities
that you are drawing upon comes from the FPC

statistics of publicly-owned systemsi is that not
a fair statement?
Yes -

Now-, one of the reports that you made use of in
arriving at your opinion that.Muny Light was a

1L T Hfiti

Donheiser - cross
victim of unforeseen events and its own mismanagement

was the Citizens League Report of ntMi is that correct?
A

Yes-

(3

And do you recall that on page 14 of the Citizens

Committee Report for IILMt the Committee stated:
"As far as the committee has learnedn the
municipal customer gave up nothing in the way of

service in order to obtain these lower ratesi and

riunicipal Light provides service of equal quality
to the private utility."

A

I think in nt4 the problem of reliability hadn’t yet

manifested itselfi but they were on the brink of itn
and that report predated the outage problems of

nbS and nLL.

(3

But you would agree with the statement I just read
from that report in 15t4n would you not?

MR. LANSDALE:
(3

I object-

I will withdraw that-

In reaching your conclusions! you did exercise
judgment! did you not! over the decade of the ’LO’s

and into nvi?

A

Yes -

(3

Now! did you conclude that the statement I have just

read from the ntM Citizens League Report would

Danheiser - cross

represent a fair appraisal from what you discovered

in your review?

I think up until that pointi if a customer wanted
service in the sense of being able to turn a switch

and have his lights go oni I think Iluny Light did
well *

After that date problems begani in other wordsi
things weren’t as good as they looked from a

reliability standpoint in the early ’LO’sYou-referred to the Peat-Harwick report in

Yes.
And on page 2 of the Peat-tlarwick report they

recommended that tluny Light retain the present rate
structure at that point in timei do you recall that?

HR.

LANSDALE:

I object-

I would

like to approach the benchTHE COURT:

You may-

IThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:I
HR.

LANSDALE:

the question as such-

I don’t object to
I object to counsel

continually referring to voluminous reports
without giving the witness a chance to look at
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the reportT and you don’t even identify the

number so we can find it.
HR.
3b7.

I am sorry; CEI-

NORRIS:

.
{End of bench conference.!

It is Defendant’s

THE COURT:
Exhibit 3L7.

Here it is.

{Above-referred-to document handed to the
witness.!

THE COURT:

lilhat page-. Hr.

Norrisf

FIR. NORRIS:

On the second page

of the cover letter.
BY FIR. NORRIS:
a

Now-, in lILb-i at the time of this report-. Fir.
Donheiser-. the big unit was under construction but

it was not yet on line-, is that corrects
A

First of alii that is not the cover letter.

(3

I put a different question to you.

I wanted to have

you refer to the document-, and my question
A

— which document?

(3

This is the confidential letter from Peat-Flarwick

The cover letter or the report?

to Hr. DeHelto which are the first two letters-, the

Donheiser - cross
first two pages in CEI Exhibit 3ti7-

A

I am looking at that-

Fine.

I don’t call it a cover

letter.

a

Let’s say the first letter that is contained in this

exhibit.
Nowt my question — before we get to that lettern

whatever you call itn at the time that this report was
rendered by^ Peat-tlarwicki the big unit was under

construction but not yet on linei correct?
A

Yes.

a

And Peat-flarwick — one of the recommendations was
that the present rate structure should be retained by
fluny Lightn at least until experience with the new

equipment was obtained^ is that correct?
A

I just need a minute to refresh myself on this
report.
Idould you read the question to me again.

■[(Juestion read by the reporter.I

A

I think that is what they said-i but this was a threeweeks report done in three weeks.

It was not a rate study.

It did not seriously attempt to look at their
earnings prospectsn and I don’t think it pretended to.

This is a quickie reportn not a consultant’s

It-, mo
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report•
i3

I understand-, but I am trying to discovery whether

you found anything in the report as of the time of
the Peat-Harwick report that would have argued against

this recommendation:

A

YesI believe that the date shows that by ntt-.
looking at the source and use of funds-, that ^hey

should have increased rates(2

Now-, you have also criticized Fluny Light’s management

for not following the recommendations of his
consultants-, and my question to you is-, this is one
recommendation of one consultant that Huny Light

followed! would you agree with that?
A

I don’t think they represented themselves as having
done an exhaustive study of rates and revenues-

HR- NORRIS:

Your Honor-, may I

have the question readTHE COURT:

Yes-

Read the

question-

IPending question read by the reporter-!
A

Yes -

13

And another recommendation of this report was that
also on the same page that I have directed your

1L-.551
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attention to — that Peat-PIaruick recognized certain
disadvantages of Huny Light tying in with its
competitor but Peat-flarwick at this point in time

strongly believed that the advantages of tying inn
both economic and operational! weighed heavily in

favor of such actioni is that correct?
A

Could you give me --

i3

The same page we were on before*

IThe witness reading silently*!
A

Doesn’t say any "interconnection!" it says "tie-in"*

(3

It says "Tying in with a competitor!" doesn’t it?

A

Yes *

(3

And are you aware that -- I’m sorry — withdraw that*
Would you agree that this is another

recommendation that fluny Light followed from that
point forward?
riR* LANSDALE:

I object! if your

Honor please*

THE COURT:

Approach the bench*

■CThe following proceedings were had at
the bench:!

—

HR* LANSDALE:

In

THE REPORTER:

I can’t hear you

iL-.=na
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rir-

Lansdale.

HR.

LANSDALE;

In nbt-. whether

riuny Light followed that recommendation-i in the
first placen it’s a question that doesn’t fall
from recommendation.

In the second placen it assumes matters that

I submit are not in evidence and strongly

disputed.
MR. NORRIS:
to Hr.

Your Honor

I object

Lansdale’s constant interruption of my

cross-examination.

It affects the whole proceeding! it is

unnerving to counsel.
This witness has been offered as an expert
who has faulted Fluny Light’s management for not

following consultant’s recommendations! and I’m
now trying! on cross-examination! to test that

testimony and —
THE COURT:

Hr. Norris! what

would you do if I attempted to foreclose you from
objecting^

HR. NORRIS:

I cannot request

that the Court foreclose Hr. Lansdale from
objecting —

lb-,553
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THE COURT:

Idhat do you propose

HR. NORRIS:

I do not propose

I do?

that you foreclose him.

I’m just putting on the record that I object
directly to Hr.

Lansdale — that his conduct is

unprofessional in that regardn —

THE COURT:

Let’s'not get into

that.
HR.

LANSDALE:

My .conduct is

professional!
THE COURT:

Gentlemen! gentlemen

gentlemen.

Overrule the objection.
Let’s proceed! overrule the objection.

CEnd of bench conference.?

THE COURT:

Read the question

back! please.

CThe pending question was read by the
reporter as follows:
"(3

Would you agree that this is

another recommendation that Huny Light followed
from that point forward?"?

Ib.-.'iTH
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A

I think I have to answer the question yes because

attempts — a tie-in eventually was madeWhether or not it was the result of this
recommendationT I can’t sayi because another
consultant’s report told them not to have an

interconnection.
But I would like to point out that when they’re

talking about a "tie-in"! a tie-in could be
literally any type of connection on any conceivable

terms.

It’s not very specific at all as to what

Muny Light should have donei it was a motherhood

type of .recommendation.

a

Would you turn to the last page of Section

It’s the page immediately before "Conclusion".

•CAfter an interval.I
(3

The page I’m asking you to find has a heading on the

left margin entitled "Evaluation of Huny-CEI Tie-In."
•CAfter an interval.I

i3

Do you find that page?

CAfter an interval.I
A

I'm sorryi yesi I have it now.

a

And let’s see if that doesn’t explain what they meant
by the use of the term "tie-in".

Do you see where Peat-Harwick states!

Donheiser - cross

"Since the recent major blackouts in the nationi
the need and demand for tie-insi peaking and
standby units create a concern:
"■Cal

Advantages of tie-in.

"It would be advantageous for Huny to
establish a tie-in with CEI to provide the tluny
system with emergency and peak load backup

capability.

This would eliminate the need of

fluny being required to dump a portion of the

City’s street lighting and water pumping stations
should it lose one of its main generators.

The

tie-in would provide an additional reliability factor
to riuny's system and t in turn-, to its customers."
Would you agree that the way in which
Peat-Harwick was using the term "tie-in" was the

kind of a tie-in that would promote reliability?

A

Yes. it wouldi butn at this timei there is no

indication that they followed the recommendations at
all.
The CIPs don't contain any reflection of

budgeting or outlining an interconnection-, setting
aside these funds --

(3

We’ll get to the CIPs in a moment.

I want to see if the other elements of the
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Peat-Marwick report that you have already testified
you used in compiling your testimony?

A

Yes.

a

I want to put a couple of other questions to you.

Go back to Section 2 of this report under the
heading "Gross Potential".

Peat-Marwick is identifying at that point in
time that Muny Light had a lack of aggressive sales
policy.

Do you find that to be consistent with your
study?

A

It varied.

(3

Uhat about at this point, in time?

A

Idelln it certainly wouldn’t surprise

me that they

were worried about their capacity.
(3

So that you would have no reason to disagree with

Peat-Marwick thatn in September! nLtn at any ratei

Muny Light had the lack of an aggressive sales
policy?
A

No! I’m — I can’t agree with that because I really
don’t know how aggressive they were in ISLti.

(3

I wasn’t asking you to agree.

Do you have any basis for disagreeing?

MR. LANSDALE:

I object-

THE COURT:

Sustain the

objection.

Are you saying that you don’t knowi from your review

(3

of this tremendous number of docuraentsi whether or

not in nkk nuny Light had an aggressive sales
policy-1 is that'what you're sayingf

It was a sales policy which varied over time.

A

I really don’t know how aggressive they were

,

■

that year.

I

j

Turn to the paragraph entitled, "Operating Performance-i

(2

which is the last page of Section 3 of this report.
CAfter an interval.?

Do you see the final sentence on that page:

(3

'
I
i
j
^5

"fluny has an excellent record of performance

'

i
'
f

and reliability in relation to the equipment now

'

in operation."
Do you see thatf

’

{After an interval.?

*
'

;
J
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A

Yes.

i3

From your review of this situation-i would you agree
with the observation made by Peat-Marwick as of

September-i ITbLf

*
A

They had experienced outages-! it’s not clear to me

that there is any evidence on performance and

*

----------------

------ -------------- --------------------------------- >

lL.-,.55a
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reliability presented in this three-week studyn

number one*
I should also point out that Peat-harwick says

that "to provide this service-i at whatever level

we want to talk about herei the old units with very
low efficiency must be brought into use*

This

causes a substantial increase in fuel costs and
■'

operating expenses*"

<3

Is it your opinion that —

A

So they were struggling to provide whatever
service they were providing*

(2

Is it your opinion that in September-i nLb-, fluny

Light did n_ot have an excellent record of
performance and reliability^.

{After an interval*!
A

I’ll have to refer to my notes*

.{The witness referring to his notes*!

A

They had serious reliability problems at this time

and I refer you to a memo written by Commissioner
Fakult *

a

So that what you’re saying is-i in that regard-, you

disagree with Peat-Harwickf
A

I think the evidence — there’s contrary evidence-.
es«
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Which leads you to disagree with Peat-Maruick?

2

MR. LANSDALE:

I object-

THE

Overruled-

court:

(

Yes-

K

J

Turn now to the next section of this report-, which

fl

is Section 4-. and go to the second page-

S
|

-

{After an interval-?

fl

I

You had mentioned in your testimony yesterday
"yardstick-." and I want you to follow this paragraph

I

j

that starts-. "By retaining Huny-"

I
|

•

It reads:

I

"By retaining fluny-. the City creates a
competitive atmosphere regarding rates in the

E

immediate area which tends to level rates and make

)

>

it attractive to new industries and customers

j

considering locating, in this area-

J

This competitive

1
situation is healthy in preventing utilities from

9-

raising rates to the extent which may discourage

0

new growth within the City-"

f

Is that what you were referring to by your

1

reference to "yardstick"?

2
3
4

5

A

That is an expression of the yardstick idea

fl

.Now, from your review of this situation, would you

agree with the observation made in the

171000

1

Peat-Harwick report that I have just read as of

2
3
4
5

September-i

A

Noi I certainly would disagree.

(2

All right.

A

The fact of the matter is that they were not a

6

yardstick and hadn't been a yardstick for many years

7

and CEI’s rates were essentially set by PUCOi the

8
9

State Regulatory agency-

(2

0
1
2

lilould you turn now to the sixth page in this same
sections

A

lilhich — I’m sorry — which page?

(2

It's page L in Section M.

3

4

{After an interval.!
(2

5

On the bottom of that pagei Peat-Harwick expresses
the following observation:

€

"As the system —" meaning Huny Light --

*1
"— is modernized —"

8
9

A

Excuse me.

(2

The top of the pagei Hr. Donheiser-» says "Expand

0

Facilities or Remain Status (2uo."

1

2

3

Could you tell me what's on that pagef

{After an interval.!
A

That's Section 4i

(2

Yes.

H

page

Lf

{After an interval.!

A

All righti I have

it.

ITiOOl
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<3

The last paragraph on that page:
"As the fluny Light System is modernized-i the
operating reliability factor is also increased.

With new equipment capable of sustaining long

periods of continuous running timen the Department
will be able to perform preventive maintenance on a
scheduled basis.

As a result of this approach!

tluny will experience minimum maintenance cost and

provide its customers with a high degree of
reliability."

From your review of this situation! do you
agree with Peat-flarwick's observation of
September! nttf
A

I think Peat-Harwick’s — Peat-Harwick wasn’t
qualified to render an authoritative opinion on
that! they were, told that.

(2

You disagree —

A

They’re not in the business of making those types
of evaluations.

(3

Is it your testimony that you disagree with what

I’ve just read to youf

■

A

Yes! I disagree.

(3

Now! the page that we were reading from before! the

last page in Section S! just before the "Conclusion

iviooa
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page-. —
■[After an interval-I

That’s the page that we had read the definition of

fl

"tie-in”*
{After an interval-I
a:

Turn a few more pages and you will find it*

{After an interval’I
A

Idhat’s at the top of that pagef

a

"Evaluation of tluny/CEI Tie-In*"

{After an interval *3All right*

A

Ide established before that tie-in meant the kind of.

(3

a tie that would promote reliability*

The last sentence on that page:
"The promotional potential of backupi?for;-

riuny is immeasurable-i and could only improve and
enhance Huny’s operation ..in the eyes of its
present and prospective customers*"

From your review of this situation-, do you
agree with Peat-harwick’s observation in that
regard?

A

Yes-. I think that’s true*

One has to be mindful

always that they were competitors-, and this was a
very unusual situation in utility annals*

17-.003
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So-, certainly-, this potential backup or a

potential backup for tluny Light where Huny would be

then turning around and selling electricity to CEI s
own customers was — did provide a substantial

promotional potential.
a

Mr. Donheiser-. while you have expressed disagreement
with several of the observations made by

Peat-tlarwick in that report that we’ve just looked
at-, are you aware of a failure on Huny Light’s part
to follow any of the recommendations that were made
to it by Peat-Harwick in that report?
{The witness examining the report.J
HR. LANSDALE:

What portion are

you referring to?
MR. NORRIS:

The entire report.

flR. LANSDALE:

I object-, your

Honor.
THE COURT:

Approach the bench.

{The following proceedings were had at the

bench: 3HR. LANSDALE:

We have got a

50 or 30 page report-.

It concludes with certain specific

ITiODM
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recomraendationsT but if counsel is going to be
asking him to deal with the whole reporti I think

we ought to give him time to go through the whole
thing.
riy recollection is that counsel has asked

him specifically about substantially all the
recommendations in therei although I don’t know.

If counsel thinks he hasn’t asked him

'

about all the things in there-, I suggest that
counsel point out the specific ones-, or else he

take time to go through all the reports and find
out what --

fIR. NORRIS:

This is another

example of a frivolous objection.
THE COURT:

frivolous objection-, fir.
fIR. NORRIS:

It’s not a
Norris.

Well-, in my opinion

it is.

THE COURT:

A witness should

have an opportunity of reviewing an exhibit

before he is required to make an answer.
Now-, unfortunately I you are asking this man
a question on a report that contains

I don t

17-jODS
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know how many pages it is —

{The witness counting the pages}

THE COURT:

— 13 written pages

and M pages of statistical compilations.
Nowt if you want to ask him a questionn

■you are free to ask him the questionn and he may

review the exhibitI meant that’s the only way-

Let me ask you one thing:
Uhat’s the. purpose of itf
MR. NORRIS:

To show that the

witness is in error when he blames fluny Light
for not having followed recommendations of the

consultants.
He puts a big emphasis on that.

And I

submitt your Honort that it's an unnecessary
interruption of cross-examination for —
THE COURT:

Let' s stop —

MR. NORRIS:

May I finish thisf

THE COURT:

Let's stop making

this objection and let's proceed in some sort of

a reasonable fashion.
MR. NORRIS:
like to put on the record --

Your Honort I would

ITnOOt
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THE COURT:

Do you want me to

foreclose him from making objectionsf

riR. NORRIS:

NoT I don’t want —

THE COURT:

Uhat do you want me

to dof

MR. NORRIS:

I’m not —

THE COURT:

You’re making these

adolescent objections*

HR. NORRIS:

It’s not — I would

like to finish my statement*
THE COURT:

Go ahead and finish

tIR, NORRIS:

I think that it’s an

it *

unnecessary interruption of cross-examination when
the witness has been on direct to put questions
to him and he has testified that fluny Light was
mismanaged! and one of the principal factors was

their failure to follow planned recommendations

over the years*.

Now-. I'm trying to test that testimony-i and
I think that the witness is in error-, and if

Hr* Lansdale continues to register these kinds
of objections-, the purpose is clear:

Simply to

interrupt the effectiveness of cross-examination*

17tDD7
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This witness is an expertn and he should be

He has studied

required to state his answersall these things —

THE COURT:

Hr- Norrisn the big

problem here is you have absolutely no

conception of procedural matters or the rules
and the application of the rules of evidence!
that’s the proTalem-

Now-i let's proceedSustain the objectionYou may re-ask the witness the question

after the witness has had an opportunity of
reviewing it-

■CEnd of bench conference-}

THE COURT:
answer to this question! fir-

Ide will defer an

Norris! until such

time as the witness has had an opportunity of
reviewing this rather voluminous documentYou may proceed to something else! and

you may come back to this question after a

review has been conducted{After an interval-}

- i7-.oaa
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BY HR- NORRIS:
Hr- Donheiser-i you have testified that another

a

report that you relied upon in reaching the
conclusions that you have reached before was the
Little Hoover Commission Report-i and I believe
that is CEI Exhibit M24.

■ Do you have that in front of youf
•CThe exhbift

was handed to the witness

by Hrs- Richards-}

a

Do you have that in front of youf

A

Yesn I do-

a

On page 2 of the Little Hoover Commission Report-,

.

the sixth paragraph states as follows: — would

you follow me?

Do you have that page in front of

youf

A

Yes-

a

"In all general respects-. HELP is considered to be

similar to privately owned and regulated electric
utilities-, except that as a city-owned enterprise-,

it pays no federal income-, state or local real
estate or personal property taxes although it does
contribute certain utility services in lieu of taxes

Therefore-, it is to be expected that the HELP rates

should be lower than those of CEI-

17 -.005
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From your review of this situation and as a
management consultant familiar with the utility
industry! do you agree with the statement that is

contained in the last sentence that I have read-,
that "it is expected that the HELP rates should
be lower than those of CEI"f

HR.

LANSDALE:

Object to that.

THE COURT:

Sustained•

HR. LANSDALE:

I object —

THE COURT:

I said "sustained".

BY HR. NORRIS:
a

On page 3-, Hr. Donheiser-, there commences a

summary of the recommendations of the Little Hoover

Commission-, is that a fair statement?

A

Yes.

(2

And the first recommendation is that:
"Huny Light should undertake a consulting

engineering review which would report on
engineering and operations as assistance in its
operating and power supply problem."

Do you see that?
A
a

A

tilhat paragraph is that?
The first paragraph at the top of the page.

Yes.

ITiOlD
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(3

Noui as a matter of factn fluny Light did thatn did
it notf

A

Yes •

(3

This report came out in January of ITk? •

Do you know when Burns a Roe was retained by
riuny Light to do this very thing that was
recommended?

A

• t.7-

(2

It wasthat same year-,

A

Yes-

<2

Now-,another majorrecommendation of this report —

wasn't it?

and I am addressing your attention to paragraph 2

on that same page — is that the "executives of
Pluny Light-immediately investigate-power supply

possibilities on the basis of interconnection with
CEI."
Are you aware, Mr- Donheiser, — strike that-

In your opinion-, from your review-, is that a

recommendation that riuny Light failed to follow?
A

Yes-, they followed that recommendation-

However-, once again-, it's not clear from the
record how sincere both parties were, given the fact

that both were competitorsrioreover, they should have done something about

ITiQll
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it before this(3

You made no attempt to evaluate the sincereity of
1.

either party-, is that a fair statement?
A

a
A
<3

Noi but they were competitors —

But is that a fair —
— and they were natural business- enemies-

i

I understand that-

You made reference to the sincerity of the
partiesT and I want to know:

Did you make an attempt to make an evaluation
of the sincerity of either party?

'
s

___

A

Noi but the circumstances clearly would provide that

j

type of situation-

a

-

Nr- Donheiser-,-let's come to. the matter of performance

j
fl
j
ij
f
|

against objectivesUould you agree that in determining whether or

not management is good or bad that one thing you
look at is performance against objectives?

K

Yes-

fl

And you looked at the capital improvement programs

of the City in an attempt to find out whether fluny
Light had accomplished the things Set out in those
capital improvement programs-, is that a fair
statement?

t

,

I
I

17tO1S
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A

The things that it said that it needed to doi yes.

(3

Idould it make any difference to you in your

evaluation if you knew that the capital improvement

programs were not fluny Light’s objectives^
A.

They were management's objectives.

(3

Iilould it make any difference to you in your
evaluation if the capital improvement programs were

not even "management's objectives"i as you have
defined it?

A

That’s impossible.

12

But it would make a difference to youi would

A

(3
A

13

That’s a hypothetical

it not?

question.

Idelln hypotheticallyT would it make any difference?

Yes.
lilhat if, these capital

improvement programswere

nothing more than an inventory of possible projects
rather than objectives as such, would that make a
difference to you in your evaluation of the

effectiveness of management in this situation?
A

NoT it certainly wouldn’t! because that would just

show that they had no systematic way of looking at

their capital expenditures in the future.
13

ijell -I are you under the impression that all of

fluny Light’s capital improvement projects had to be

171013
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run through the City Planning Commission in the form

of capital improvement prograrasf
A

Am I aware of itf

<2

Is that your

A

—

The capital improvement program —

(3

Is ihat your

A

No.

impression?

The capital impt^ovement program is a five-year
program.
You are supposed to take a portion of that
every year and you reformulate your five-year program.

It’s not an appropriation vehiclei and it has

never been intended to be an appropriation vehicle.
13

Perhaps my question wasn’t clear enough.

I put to you this question:

Is it your impression that all of Huny Light’s

capital improvement projects had to be run through
the City Planning Commission and included in the
capital improvement programs?

A

They certainly weren’ti they were passed willy-nilly

in Council.
(3

As a matter of facti -HR. NORRIS:

Hrs. Richardsi give

Hr. Donheiser PTX-51fci5i please.

i7-.om
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irirs- Richards complies.?
MR. NORRIS:
Have you got PTX-21ti2f

Yes.

And that’s the financial report for fluny Light for the
year nvin is that correct?
Yes.
Ohl I’m' sorry.

HR. NORRIS:

PTX-21b3-. Nrs. Richards.

I apologize to the witness and to the Court
and to youn Hr. Lansdale.

{Exhibit handed to the witness by tlrs.

Richards.?

I want you to have the 1171 financial report.
Do you have that?
{After an interval.?
fIR. NORRIS:

hJelli nowi I have got

the wrong one-. Hr. Donheiser.

Idhile we’re on that 1171 report-, turn to page 11.

{The witness complies-?
Have you got page 11?
Yes.

And that shows a comparison of net income for 1170
and 1171doesn’t it?

ITiOlS
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A

Yes •

a

And tluny Light cut its losses by over 7Q0i0DD in *71
from 15761 didn't they?

A

They had cut the lossesi yesi but it’s financial

position was probably worsen and I’d like to point
out that the — Hr- Carusoi the controller! in his

notes —
a >

Is this in further amplification of your answer

A

Yes.

fl

— or is this an addition?

A

The implication here is that they improved their

position! and I’d like to point out what the
controller thought.

(3

I’ll put another question to you -THE COURT:

Just a minute! nowi

Hr. NorrisYou asked the question! let him answer the
question.
HR.

NORRIS:

I thought he'd answered

it! your Honor.
THE COURT:

just told you that he hadn'tMR.

NORRIS:

Non he hadn't-

Go aheadCould I have the

question read back and his answer so far?

He

17-,01t-A
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•CThe record uae read by the reporter as

follows:
"..And fluny Light cut its losses by over

TODiOOQ in
"A

’71 from 1570n didn't theyf

They had cut the losses-i yesi but it's

financial position was probably worsei and I'd
like to point out that the — Hr. Carusot the
controller-, in his notes —"I

{Continuing! — states-, on page 5:

"The financial

position of the Division of Light and Power remains
serious.

The working capital ratio was less than

one to one."

In other words-, they were bankrupt.

"The continuing outages of the newest and

largest boiler steam turbine-, coupled with rising
fuel and labor costs prohibits the rates now in

effect to sufficiently meet all operating; maintenance
and debt service requirements."

They were under water.

Now. tir. Donheiser-. do you still have Slti2 there-, the

1570 financial report-, the one that I tried to make
reference to before but failed?
THE COURT:

this one-, please?

I'm sorry-, what is

17-.Dlb-B
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HR- NORRIS:

The IHTO financial

reportn PTX-21t2That’s a report I tried to put in front of

you with respect to the capital improvement

program {addressing the witness!-

a

Do you have thati sirf

A

Yesi but what are we looking atf

a

I haven’t put a question yet-

A

All right-

(2

Turn to page 11-

Yes-i I have it-

{The witness complies-!

(2

This is Schedule A-1 "Investment in

Plant and

Equipment-"

A

Yes-

(2

On that pagei you’ll find a ^S2tOQQ

item for boilersn

furnacesi stoker foundation-i which would represent net
additions to capital plant for iluny Light during 1570-

hJould you agree with that?
A

I’m looking for the itemfinding it-

(2

I’m having some trouble

hlhat is the —

Well-, it’s under "Production Systemn Lake Roadi

the fifth item downi "Boilersn Furnacesi Stoker
Foundation-1 et cetera-"

A

Yes-

it s

17-.D17
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(3

And in that year the net additions were over
^sSStOOOt do you agree with that?

A

Yesi that is right.

i3

And those were capital projects?

A

They most certainly were.

(2

Nowt is it your impression that those capital

projects — Huny Light had to run through the
capital improvement programs that were published by

the City Planning Commission?
A

No.

a

Thank you.
And as a matter of fact --

A

— they were passed willy-nilly —

a

And the refurbishing of boilers that took place in

nTl of over

million-, that wasn’t run through the

capital improvements program of the City Planning

Commission either-, was it?

A

No. . The City or HELP had at least a million dollars
of capital expenditures a year that were routine in
nature-, most of which did not appear in the capital

improvements programa

Now -, what body —

A

— and they were of a routine nature.

a

Now-, you are aware that the City Planning Commission

i7-,Dia
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publishes the capital improvements program?

A

Yes.

(2

And you stated it was a five-year programn but
actually there is both a one-year program and a

five-year program?
This is typically characteristic.

A

Yes-

a

Are you familiar with the Charter Commission's
provision describing the duties of the City

Planning Commission?

I am not familiar with it.

A

Non I am not.

<2

bias the charter of the City of Cleveland! describing
what the capital improvements program is-i was that

one of the documents that you reviewed in preparation

for your testimony?
A

There were documents in the CIP's that described

what they were.
HR. NORRIS:

Hay I have the

question read.

THE COURT:

Yes.

■CThe pending question was read by the

report er.I
A

No! but I think I have a good understanding of what

it is.
a

Would you agree! sir! that the City Charter is the

17-,015
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document that would describe what the capital
improvements program is?

A

HR- LANSDALE:

I object-

THE COURT:

Overruled-

Idelli in all of these things practice sometimes
differs with what the statute says-

(3

Is it the statute or the nature of the statute?

A

lilelli the City Charter or the statute?

i3

I am asking you whether or not the City Charter

A

Yes.

<3

— is the right place to go to find out whether the
capital improvement programs wel^e just inventories

of possible projectsi or whether they were truly
objectives against which the. City Division should

be measured from a performance standpoints is that
the place to go to look?
It is one of the places you could go•

A

Yes-

(3

Is there any better place to go than the charter of
the City of Cleveland! Mr- Donheiser?

A

I think it is unnecessary to go to the charter to

understand what the nature of that planning process
was-

£3

And you didn't go there! did you?

A

No! I didn't-

17-.0SD
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Idhat is your understanding of the job of the City
Planning Commission^

A

To pull together all the requests of the agenciesn
their capital requestsi and to publish them and have
I
a hearing and to provide the City with a general
estimate of where the City has to go in respect to
needed capital outlay

fl

Are you aware of the "General Plan

of the City of

Cleveland"?

A

Am I ware of the "General plan of the City of

Cleveland"?
THE COURT;

lilhat do you mean?

MR- NORRIS:

Just, the concept-

There is a thing called, the "General Plann"

and I want to know if the witness is aware of it?
A

No -

fl

I am referring you to Tt-Hn Section Tb-B of the
Cleveland City Chartern which will describe exactly
what the capital improvements program isi and what

the duties and functions of the City Planning

Commission are-

THE COURT:

Uhat exhibit?

HR- NORRIS:

Pardon me?

THE COURT;

bJhat exhibit?

171021
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MR. NORRIS:

It is not an exhibit-

I will provide the witness with a copy if the

Court wants me to THE COURT:

Uelli I think he

ought to have it if you are going to discuss itHR-

NORRIS:

Hrs- Rrchardsi would

you mark this-

liJhat is the next number?
THE COURT:

Uelli since it is

almost 11:00 o’clock-, ladies and gentlemen-,
supposing we take our morning recess-, and please

keep in mind the Court’s admonitions•CRecess taken-?

THE COURT:

Please be seated-

Call the jury inCThereupon the jury was reseated in the
jury box and the trial continued as follows:?
HR.

NORRIS:

Your Honor-, for

the record-, the exhibit that I have marked is

PTX-3EflO-. and that is an excerpt from the
Cleveland City Charter containing Sections

7L-H with respect to the powers and duties of
the City Planning Commission-

17,022
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BY HR. NORRIS:
(3

Before turning to that, I would like to go back to

something you said earlier. Hr.

Donheiser.

Do I understand that you mentioned the PUCO

setting rates for CEI, and I want to make sure
that I understood you.
Did you testify that your study showed that

during the ntO’s the PUCO set CEI’s rates for the
CEI customers in the City of Cleveland^

A

I don’t recall.

HR. NORRIS;

flay I approach the

bench, your Honorf

THE COURT:

Yes.

HR. NORRIS:

Jack, bring your

stipulations.

■CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench:I

HR.

NORRIS:

I request, in order

to clarify for the jury this particular
testimony, that Stipulations m through HUE

be read.
THE COURT:

I don't know what

the stipulations say, but what has to be

17-.023
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clarified?

HR. NORRIS:

Uy notes were that

the witness testified that the PUCO set CEI’s
rates for their customers in the City of
Cleveland during the period of this studyn what

was in the ’bO’s-i and these stipulations
indicate that this is an incorrect understanding-i
and I would like to clarify the record.

HR. LANSDALE:

That is not an

accurate statement.

He said they were subject to regulation by
the PUCO.

I object to this thing.

THE COURT:

lilell-. let's go to

the record and see what was said.

HR. NORRIS:

Ide don't need to

take the time nowt your Honor.

THE COURT:
HR.

NORRIS:

All right.

I don't know if the

Court's notes reflect thati but those are what

my notes reflect.

THE COURT:

Idait a minute.

tlR.

He said that it is

LANSDALE:

subject to the control by the PUCOi and I object

to reading the stipulations at this point.

17n054
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THE COURT:
find it in my notes-

I can't seem to
Let’s get the record out

and look at it-

MR. NORRIS:

All right.

Ide will

get it later.

CEnd of bench conference.?

BY MR. NORRIS:
(J

Would you take your reporti Hr.

Donheiseri and on

page 45 you discussed Fluny Light’s declining net
income from ntt to 157Q-« and you show that the
actual income — welli it went down to $7fi0T0D0 in
ntt-i and down to $214-iDaO in

and a loss figure

of $7b-iD00 for 15t5-. and then in 1570 a loss figure
of $1 million nine.

And in your review of this situation! did you

believe that that was evidence of mismanagement by
fluny Lightf

A

First of alii these are not the data that I relied

upon to form my conclusion about the financial
viability of HELP.

This particular display is a way of showing a
difference! a difference of direction between what

Peat-Harwick in their 15tit3 report estimated and what

iTiOas
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actually happened.
mismanagement.

This is not an indication of

This is an indication that

Peat-riaruick-i when they did that ITtb report i

estimated very poorly as to what was going to happen

to HELP over the later years in the ntO’sIdelli you make another reference to this same

(3

subject matter on page b?.

lilould you turn to page t?n and there you say.

"Muny Light’s outage problem was so visible

in nbb" — and the Commission is quoted as saying-i

— "that HELP was losing customers because of
outages and assertions consistent with CEI’s

data showing shifts in customers from Muny Light
to CEI."

And I wonder whether you thought that that was
evidence of mismanagement on fluny Light’s partf

A

Uell-i I would say most definitely.

If they can’t maintain reliable supply-i then

people will decide to shift if they have that
opportunity.
They want their lights on.

(2

Do you still have PTX-bflH up there at your deskf

HR.

NORRIS:

Hrs.

Richardsi while

you are over in that territoryn please put up

i
s

I

iT-iOab
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aMTHi PTX-2M75 on the easel-

Just turn it so

the jury can all see it-

{After an interval-!

BY HR- NORRIS:
(3

Hr- Donheisern you testified earlier that PTX-bfi2
was not seen by you and was not reviewed by you in
the preparation of your reporti and this chart that
is PTX-2M75-. which is on the easel-, is a blow-up of

one of the charts attached to PTX-tifl2-i which you

testified you didn’t see —

HR- NORRIS:

Your Honor-, may I

approach the benchf

THE COURT:

Yes-

{The following proceedings were had at the

bench:!
HR- NORRIS:

request — I think it is lt3

Your Honor-. I would

let me find it-,

and I request that you just read that short
stipulation•
HR- LANSDALE:

HR- NORRIS:

Yes-.- lt=3.

HR. LANSDALE:

I have no objection

.

to this-, except I point out that your question

L__________________________________________________ __
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uas in terms of customersn and this is in terms
of

EARt

and this happens all the time.

HR. NORRIS:

Idell-. I am just

trying to shorten this up.
(de have four charts that we have stipulated

toi and one is in terms of customers! and that
is the preceding chart from this onei but this
one reflects th^ revenue impact of the

customer's shiftsi and I simply didn't want to
take the Court or the jury's time to go through

all of the charts.
I would just like to request this one

stipulation be read.

HR. LANSDALE:

I have no objection

to the stipulation.

I point out that your question to the

witness related to customers! and to simplyt
blindly-i without any introduction! ask him a
question as to customers and then have a
stipulation read as to EAR —
HR. NORRIS:

Hr- Lansdale-. I

am not trying to confuse the witness or the

jury-, and that is why the stipulation will make
it clear what it is.

17-,D2fi
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THE COURT:

Are you going to

ask questions about thisf

MR. NORRIS:

Yes-, and I want to

make sure that my questions do not imply any
facts not of record-, and that clearly is EAR-,

but I will get the other exhibit up if that

helps.
•CAfter an interval.!
tIR. NORRIS:

In view of Nr.

Lansdale’s request-. I have now put 2M7fi on the

easel which is covered by the Stipulation 1L2-.
so I would request that the Court read both

lt2 and 1L3-. and then that will make it clear

exactly what both of these are.
NR. LANSDALE:

Nay I see lfci2f

NR. NORRIS:

Yes.

THE COURT:

Plaintiff’s Exhibit

2475 -NR.

NORRIS:

THE COURT:

No-1 no-. It2 first.

As I understand it-,

Plaintiff’s Exhibit 2475-. of which Plaintiff's

Exhibit ba2 is a blow-up
NR. NORRIS:

way around.

No-, just the other

17-,025
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THE COURT;

hlelli whatever-u and

I am informed by my clerk that that was denied
admission on fi-lM-fll-

MR. NORRIS:

The big chart was.

THE COURT:

Okay.

Not this one-i

the big chart-i all right-

MR. NORRIS:
for the Judge bSH.

Pat-, would you get

Have you given the Judge

kfiSf

MR. LANSDALE:

You sure have got me

conf used MR. NORRIS:

I am trying to

answer your question.

MR. LANSDALE;

The trouble is you

ask the witness one question-, and then you lay
against it things that involve different thingsTHE COURT:

The jury has already

forgotten the last question-, so let’s get it out
and I will read the two stipulations.
MR. LANSDALE:

All right.

■CEnd of bench conference.!

THE COURT:

Ladies and gentlemen
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of the juryn Stipulation ItH reads as follows:

"PTX-247fl is an enlargement of the fourth
page of PTX-bfiS and is a CEI business record.

Idith respect to customers switching between
CEI and lluny Light-. PTX-247a shows CEI’s

quantification of cumulative net customer gain
or loss by years from 1551. to ntO and i by
quarter-, since ITtD to ]?174."

MR. NORRIS:

May I take this off

so they can have the other one upf

THE COURT:

Stipulation No.

Itj3 reads as follows:
"PTX-S47‘1 is an enlargement of the third
page of PTX-bfiH and is a CEI business record.
With respect to customers switching between

CEI and Muny Light-. PTX-2475 shows CEI’s

quantification of cumulative net revenue gain

or loss -[expressed in terms of EAR!-, by years
from nSb to lltiO and-, by quarter-, since
ntO through 1'174."

MR. NORRIS:

Thank you-, your

Honor.

BY MR. NORRIS:
(2

Mr.

Donheiser-, I wonder if you could just step to

171D31
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the easel so you could see that while I am asking you

a questionI think the Court is long enoughi I think it is
long enough so that you can take it with you-

Nowt

from ITtS through nVln CEI gained more

than $S-l/2 million in estimated annual revenue from
these customer shifts that are shown on that graph-

bJould you just double-check my figures and see
if you would agree that I am generally correct-i that

from nbS through 1571-. it is about a

$5-1/2 million per year gainf
A

hJhat was the number — I am sorry-

<3

$2-1/2 million in EAR-

A

Per year?

<3

No-1 expressed in terms of

EARt

which is "estimated

annual revenue-." so from that standpoint it is per

year-, yesA

It sounds reasonable-

<3

You may resume your seat-

Nowt

Hr-

Donheiser-. had you been aware of this

information — strike thatAre you familiar with the term "tluny Light

Displacement Program"?

A

Yes -

17t032
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And are you familiar with the fatt that the Huny

(2

Displacement Program involved the payment to

contractors for free wiring to riuny Light’s customers
to get them to switch?
A

I am aware of a couple of examples where that was

claimed-

a

And there is evidence in the case with respect to
the numbers of customers that switched that started

from ntS on into the period after you testified
toi namely-I after 1571-

A

Yes.

a

And without trying to get into those detailsi I

wanted to ask you this:
If you had been aware in this much detail of

the customers switching from riuny Light to CEIn
would that have changed your opinion or had any

effect on your opinion that the customers switching
over that you saw being attributed to outages was

not the only reason and was therefore not purely
the result of mismanagement on the part of riuny
Light?

A

I think the preponderance of net customer shifts
clearly occurred when outages became a problem-

a

hlelln you did not take this data on this chart into

17-1033
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consideration in your revieu-i and I am asking you-i
simply-i had you known about that data-i is it possible
that that might have changed your conclusionsl*

A

No.

<3

All right.

Let’s turn to CEI’s Exhibit llfil-i and I believe

that may be up there.
Would you mind turning that on-i for me-i Jackf

I don’t know why I

HR. LANSDALE:
do this.

HR.

That is because you

NORRIS:

are such a good fellow.
{After an interval.I

(3

{Continuing!

Now-i Hr.

Donheisern you compared Huny

Light’s operating ratios with the operating ratios of
various other municipal companies-! and CEI-llfil shows
the period from lILl-i every other year down through
15731 is that correct?

A

Yesi it does.

a

And you found that Huny Light was in last place
among — all except in one year! where it was maybe

second or third from last?
A

That is right.

(2

-- you found Huny Light was in dead last place among

17t034
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all those municipal systems that you studiedi right?
A

Yesn sir.

<2

Nout

you relied on the work done by P- F. Romanair

of Arthur D- Little in arriving at your conclusion?

A

Yes.

(3

And tell

A

He was

(3

Idas he employed by them?

A

He was

a consultant to

13

He was

a consultant to

us who Hr. Romanair is?

a consultant to Arthur D.Little.

us.

.youn and you asked him to

participate with you in the preparation of these

data?
A

Yesi that is right.

(3

Now T Hr. Romanair — and I am going to apologize

for that pronunciation.
A

Romanair — that is how he pronounces it.

(3

— Hr. Romanair examined two ratiosi didn't hen the
operating ratio and the net debt ratio?

A

That is right.

fl

And he analyzed these two ratios for the same sample
of municipal systems shown on CEI-llflli is that
right?

A
fl

.

That is right.

And in considering the net debt ratio — I am sorry

17,035
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THE COURT:

I was just clearing

my throat*

HR. NORRIS:

I see.

Well, I am

responsive.
THE COURT:

You will know.

BY MR. NORRIS’:
a

Now, in consideration of the net debt ratio, can you

just identify for thd jury what the net debt ratio is.
A

Well, that is the amount of debt — it is a
comparative way of,comparing debt for these companies.

Apparently it is net debt divided by net plant.
(3

Net plant and working capital?

A

Yes.

(2

And in that frame of reference then the lower the
number, the better the financial safetyi is that a

fair statement?

A

Uel|l, we concluded that we didn’t think that that was
a particular good indicator of very much here.
MR. NORRIS:

I would ask that

the question be read and may I have an answer to

my question.
THE COURT:

Read the question.

■[Record read by the reporter.!

THE COURT:

Are you objecting?

17-.03L
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MR. LANSDALE:

I am objecting to

the suggestion that he didn’t answer the

question.

THE COURT:

Perhaps the question

should.be clarified.

Mr. Norris-I would you rephrase your
I

question to indicate whether it is a generalized

I
question or a question directed''to a particular

j
I

document to which we are going to be referring^
namelyn the calculations as they apply to lluny

Light.
flR. NORRIS:

First-, your Honor,

it is a general question.

THE COURT:
BY HR.
d

All right.

NORRIS:

— as to whether or not in this frame of reference

the lower the number, the greater the degree of

financial safety?
A

That is what some consider itn yes.

d

And is it not a fact that Hr.

A

Romanair stated this

to you in a memorandum of February — strike that.

i

You have got a memorandum from him dated

|

February IL, 1^75, is that correct?

I

Yes.

I

17-.D37
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And addressing your attention to page M of that
memorandum T fir. Romanair stated to you:

"I analyzed this net debt ratio for nfci7 and
for the sample.

These results are in Table

Ct

and this table shows that flELP’s ratio for the two
years was below averagen suggesting a greater-than

average measure of financial safety.”
Is that torrectf
Yes.

lilould you know if the advantage generally associated
with having a good net debt ratio is that the

organization has greater borrowing powerf

Other things being equaln yesn but in the case of

Muny Light they had very severe cash problems-i and
our feeling was that this ratio -- after alln these

are only tools and only indicators of financial
healthn and they have to be understood in the

context of other datan and they just didn't make any
sensei that this is an aberration hersi and they
don't really show that huny Light was as good as

anybody else.
Let me tell you —

THE COURT:

hr.

Norrisi would

you tell me when is a propitious time to recess

i7-.a3a
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for lunch.

If you would like to conclude this

particular line of questioning! finen or if
you would prefer to recess at this timen okay.
MR. NORRIS;

Let we try one more

question•

THE COURT:

All right-

BY HR. NORRIS:
(3

rir. Donheiser-i you have indicated that one of the

advantages generally associated with a good net debt
ratio is greater borrowing powern and my question now

isi does greater borrowing power generally enable an
electric utility, to better refinance its debt when

it becomes necessary?
A

It is purely a theoretical proposition! given the

facts that they didn’t have enough money to exist
on an ongoing basis! and I would like to read what

Peter said about this-

(3

Let me ask you to hold your fire! and I will ask that
the Court ask fir. Donheiser to listen to the

question-

THE COURT:

Read the question-

{The pending question was read by the

reporter -1
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As a general principle-

THE COURT:
A

As a general principle it does-, but there are other
factors here

to

And in this case both you and Hr-

Romanair decided

that the net debt ratio was not as helpful as the

operating ratio you have on CEI-llfll in trying to determine whether or not there was good management

or poor management at huny Lighti is that a fair

’

summary^
A

It was evident to all of us-, including Hr-

Carter and

myself-, that this particular ratio or indicator gave

a very misleading indicator of what their borrowing
capability was-, because in point of fact they

?

'
’l
|

couldn't get external financing when this indicator
was showing that they were somewhere in the middle<3

And it was because of that that you put your opinion

S
%
-

on this basis of the operating ratio comparison that
t

we can talk about after lunchf
A

[ilell-1 I think it explains better why they failed and

went bankrupt.
12

The operating ratio?

A

Yes-, the operating ratio

12

All right-

HR.

NORRIS:

explains what happened.

This is to be

17iD4Q
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continued*

THE COURT:

Ladies and gentlemen

ue have reached the lunch houri and you will

return at 1:30*

Please keep in mind the Court’s admonitions.
{Court adjourned for the luncheon recess*!
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Please be seated.

THE COURT:

Call in the jury.
{The jury entered the courtroom and the
following proceedings were had in their hearing
and presence.}

ALAN

DON HEISER-.

resumed the stand and testified further as
follows:

THE COURT:

Please be seated

{addressing the jury.I
MR. NORRIS:

Nay I approach the

bench-, your Honorf
THE

COURT:

Yes.

HR.

NORRIS:

Your Honor-, in this

transcript-, at page 17-.D00-, bears out —

THE

COURT:

Keep your voice

NORRIS:

— bears out my

please.
NR.

recollection that the witness testified that
CEI’s rates were essentially set by PUCO-. the

down

Ji i lUHe
Donheiser -

state regulatory agency.

And that is the basis for my requestn your
Honor-i that the stipulations that I asked for
before be readn and I will have to get those
numbers again-

m through SOS-

And I would also request that the Court
read just that portion of the witness’s answer
so that it will be in context for the jury.to

understand they are to disregard this testimony

to the extent that it’s inconsistent with the

stipulations-

MR- LANSDALE:

I object on the

ground that the witness’s testimony is absolutely
correct as to what he was asked about-

MR- NORRIS:

For many years —

MR- LANSDALE:

That CEI’s rates

were essentially set by PUCO is a correct
statement-

And the stipulation is on particular

occasions rates in the City of Cleveland were
fixed by — for certain classes by contract

between •— negotiated between the Cityn and

CEI does not denigrate from thati and reading
these things implies that too-

I submit the

17-.043
witness’s testimony is essentially correcti because
he says "Essentially".

HR. NORRIS:

Your HonoPn the

only other thing I would offer this for is

because the witness's study went through the
decade of the llbO's.
That is an additional reason why the
particular stipulations should be readi because
the situation in the City of Cleveland was far

different in IILQ than in subsequent years.

■CThe Court reading the excerpts of the
witness's testimony that Hr.

Norris was

referring to.}
THE COURT:

Give me the

Peat-narwick report {addressing Law Clerk
Kurdziel}.

Ohl this is taken out of the Peat-Harwick
report.
HR. LANSDALE:

I think so.

{The Court reading silently.J

{The exhibit book containing the
Peat-Harwick report was handed to the Court by

Law Clerk Kurdziel.J
THE COURT:

Nowt

you tell men

Hr. Norrisi why I should read themf

17 -.044

Because the impression

HR- NORRIS:

has been created or a certain inference is possible

indeed-, likely-, that the jury would understand the
witness's testimony that during the period of this

study in the ntO's-. that the rates in the City
of Cleveland — that is-, the CEI rates in the

City of Cleveland were not set either by
negotiation or as — pursuant to the yardstick

principle that he adopted at
were set by the PUCO.

but-, rather-,

And I think that is

sufficient confusion that the clarity of these

stipulations that had been agreed to in

advance by counsel-, and were read at the first
trial-, are necessary to be read now so as to

dispel any confusion that might have been
created by that testimonyTHE COURT:

Now-, let me — I

really don’t understand what you’re saying to meRead in context:

”(3

Turn now to the next section of

this report-, which is Section 4-, and go to the

second page-

"You had mentioned in your testimony
yesterday ’yardstick-,’ and I want you to follow
this paragraph that starts-, 'By retaining

17-.DMS

tluny. ’
"It reads:

"’By retaining Munyn the City creates a

competitive atmosphere regarding rates in the
immediate area which tends to level rates and
make it attractive to new industries and

customers considering Poeating in this area.

This competitive situation is healthy in

preventing utilities from raising rates to the
extent which may discourage new growth within the

City."
"Is that what you were referring to by

your reference to ’yardstick’?

"A

■

That is an expression of the

yardstick idea.

"(3

Nowt

from your review of this

situation! would you agree with the observation

made in the Peat-flarwick report that I have just
read as of September! ntb?

"A

No! I certainly would disagree.

"t3

All right.

"A

The fact of the matter is they were

not a yardstick and hadn’t been a yardstick for

many yearsi and CEI’s rates were essentially

set by PUCO-. the State Regulatory Agency."

IT-iOHt

Nowt

that is an accurate statement of the

f acts.

Uhat has to be clarified^
HR- NORRIS:

The clarification

is that from the l%Q'si as the stipulations shown
that the rates in the City of Cleveland were

negotiated between the parties-

And the

confusion of the jury goes to the assured monopoly
power that the Court has indicated it would charge

on.

And for this witness-! an expert witness-i to

get up there and state a conclusion about the

rates were essentially set by PUCO in the City

of Cleveland! that that needs to be-clarified-i
and that’s the purpose of these stipulations.
HR. LANSDALE:

My response to that

is that the witness's answer is correct.
That the fact that certain small commercial

and residential rates were on two occasions set
by contract during this period does not make this

an inaccurate statement.

HR. NORRIS:

hlell-i I wouldn’t

feel so strongly about itn your Honor-i if it

weren’t for the question of fact on monopoly
power the jury is going to have to decide-

That’s whyn in my view-i it deserved to be
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clarified.
THE COURT:

I don’t find

anything that has to be clarified.

Andi as I sayi this is cross-examination.
You are asking questions! you get an answer.

You may not like the answer! but that’s the
answer! and I’m going to sustain the objection.
MR. NORRIS:

Hay I also point

out! your Honor! that it’s clear in the record
that it was a purely volunteered comment by the
defendant’s expert! it was not in response to
any question! and it exacerbates the problem.

THE COURT:

you say.

I agree with what

And had you asked the Court at that

juncture to instruct the jury to disregard the

proffered answer! I would have done so! but

MR. NORRIS:

Then I request that

you — it was just this morning! that’s when I

came up to ask for the stipulations.
THE COURT:

It was this

morningf
MR. NORRIS:

Yes! your Honor.

That’s why I came up and asked for the
stipulations.

THE COURT:

Well! Hr. Norris!

IT-iOMfl
MR. LANSDALE:

I submit it’s an

essentially correct answerTHE COURT:

I agree-

I agree-

Then you let the answer — your move to

strike! having not done thati if you want to
attempt to clarify it within the rulesi you are

free to do so by further examinationBut he hasn’t said anything that is

inconsistent with the testimony here-

He says

"CEI's rates were essentially set by PUCOi the
State regulatory agency."
HR.

Hy position is that

NORRIS:

in the ITbO’s-i the period of his study-i that

was incorrect-

They were essentially negotiated

by the partiesn your Honor-

THE COURT:

Okay-

Sustain the objection-

Let’s proceedMR.

NORRIS:

Well-, then —

{fir- Lansdale commences to return to counsel

table-I
tIR.

NORRIS:

Jack-

{Hr- Lansdale returns to the bench.I
HR- NORRIS:

I would request leave

to put further cross -examination to the witness
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based upon the' material that is contained in the

stipulations 155 through 202-

.

HR. LANSDALE:

Based upon whatf

THE COURT:

I don’t know what-

HR. NORRIS:

I simply would like

to clarify that during the period of his study-«

for the City of Cleveland the CEI rates were
negotiated as set forth in those stipulations!
and I am asking Iqave of Court to put
cross-examination to the witness based upon

material in those stipulationsTHE COURT:

I don’t understand

why you want to do itThe statement is -- the answer is he did not

make an absolute statement! he said! "essentially
by the Public Utilities Commission."

HR. NORRIS:

And I — your Honor!

once again! this particular witness has been
volunteering answers to questions that have not

been asked throughout the entire
cross-examination! and this particular

volunteered statement goes right to the monopoly

power question! and that’s why I am getting so

upset about it:
I think it’s confusing to the jury and

17-.0SD

prejudicial to the City-

THE COURT:

Haven’t we read

these stipulations?
HR. NORRIS:

That was in the last

trial.
I’m not awarei I don’t think they have been
read in this trialt they were read in the last

trial
HR. LANSDALE:

I don’t know

whether they have been read or not.
THE COURT:

Do you have a record

of thati Steven what stipulations have been read?
LAW CLERK KURDZIEL:

No.

THE COURT:

It seems to me that

I have read these stipulations.

HR. NORRIS:

Let me get my record

your Honor.
IHr. Norris leaves the bench.I

HR. LANSDALE:

2DH has been readi

203 and SOM has been read.

THE COURT:

502 has been read?

HR. LANSDALE:

502 has been read on

the 10th of Augustn 203 on the Lth of August —

or ILthn I forget which.

CHr.

Norris returns to the bench.}

